
Focus Idea: The life and ministry of Jesus is not simply a fascinating story; it is a transformative moment that 
invites the reader to make a decision about Jesus identity and ongoing role in the reader’s life. 

The Context: Like the other three gospels, John records the events of Jesus’ final days in significant detail. His arrest, 
abandonment, trials, and crucifixion are spelled out in personal terms; more intimacy is reported 
between Jesus and the principal characters than in the other gospels. In the same way, the 
resurrection story is portrayed as interactions between Jesus and dear friends. In John’s book, an 
especially poignant moment between Jesus and Mary Magdalene is detailed (John 20:11-18). Chapter 
20:19-23 describes the moment at which Jesus, passing through locked doors, meets with a group of 
disciples. Notably, Thomas is not in their midst.

The Characters: John, the author of this passage, has been introduced in a previous study. The other main character to 
interact with the risen Christ in this text is Thomas. Thomas (also called Didymus, “the twin”) plays a 
more central role in John’s gospel than he does in the books of Matthew, Mark, and Luke. In 11:16, 
Thomas appears to lead the disciples in a courageous commitment to Jesus, even if it will lead to 
Thomas’ death. In 14:5, Thomas’ question about how to know “the way” immediately precedes Jesus’ 
well-known decaration that he is “the way, the truth, and the life.” In 20:25, the disciple earns the 
distinction “Doubting Thomas” because of his stubborn refusal to believe that Jesus has been raised 
unless he is able to put his fingers and hands into the wounds of crucifixion.

The Core: Any appraisal of the meaning or value of Jesus’ story is connected – and perhaps follows – the deeper 
question of Jesus’ identity. Was Jesus principally a wise teacher? Was he a political revolutionary? Was 
he a preacher of impending apocalyptic doom? From the First Century through present times, people 
have pondered and debated the core issue: Who was Jesus?

John, writing in a conflicted Greco-Roman society, among people with deep roots in Judaism, offered 
answers in Jesus’ own words. I am the Good Shepherd, Jesus said. I am the Resurrection and the Life. I 
am the Living Bread from Heaven. Before Abraham was, I am. 

In each of these instances, Jesus opened greater insights into his divine nature and redemptive intent. 
But the answer to the question of Jesus’ identity is driven home most directly in chapter 20. 

In the first event, Thomas, who to this point has been skeptical about the resurrection, meets the 
Risen Lord in a (still) locked room (vs. 26) about a week after Easter. Jesus, aware that Thomas has 
professed doubt pending his touching Jesus’ death-wounds, invites the disciple to put his fingers into 
the nail-prints in Jesus’ hands and Thomas’ hand into Jesus’ severed side (vs. 27). 

As he does so, Thomas makes a profound declaration: “My Lord and my God!” (vs. 28). The 
magnitude of this exclamation cannot be overstated. Thomas, a Jewish man, has equated Jesus with 
God; following the resurrection he is able to identify Jesus with the Lord of the Old Testament.

John’s epilogue (vs. 30-31) invites the readers to the same conclusion. Though there is far more he 
could have included in his gospel, the accounts he has selected have been chosen with a clear aim: 
That those who read might know Jesus’ divine identity and have life though placing their faith in him.


